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Articles 108 and 109 of the judicial Interpretation of the Civil Procedure Law of 
the People's Republic of China (hereinafter referred to as The Interpretation of the 
Civil Procedure Law), implemented from February 4, 2015, clearly stipulates the 
standards of proof in civil litigation, establishing diversified standards of proof in civil 
litigation in China's civil procedure legislation for the first time, but the stipulation 
itself is still inadequate. Although the judicial interpretation establishes standards of 
proof in China's civil litigation, it misunderstands and confuses judicial personnel in 
civil trial practice (such as weakening, blurring and even avoiding standards of proof, 
subjectively increasing or decreasing standards of proof) due to ambiguity, 
subjectivity and other characteristics of the standards themselves. Therefore, it 
becomes a top priority how to regulate subjective confirmation of judicial personnel 
in the application of standards of proof to get facts of cases closest to the objective 
facts. This paper puts forward significance and shortcomings of standards of proof in 
civil litigation stipulated in China according to characteristics of standards of proof in 
civil litigation and provisions of standards of proof in civil litigation in two legal 
systems, analyzes practical application of standards of proof in China's civil litigation 
and make perfect suggestions on how to make judicial personnel apply to standards of 
proof in practical trials more scientifically and regularly.  
Except introduction and conclusion, this paper is divided into four chapters. 
Chapter I  Overview of Standards of Proof in Civil Litigation. This chapter 
briefly states meanings and characteristics of standards of proof in civil litigation and 
similarities and differences between standards of proof in civil litigation in two legal 
systems as a steppingstone of evaluation and analysis of standards of proof in China's 
civil litigation below. 
Chapter II  Standards of Proof in China’s Civil Litigation. This chapter briefly 
states the development history of standards of proof in China's civil litigation, 
analyzes in detail significance of diversified standards of proof in China's civil 
litigation, and analyzes shortcomings of standards of proof in China's civil litigation 
in terms of exclusion of "birth defects" of the standards of proof of beyond reasonable 
doubt, "contradictory" of unknown authentic facts to be certified and nonexistent facts 















fact.   
Chapter Ⅲ  Comment on Practical Application of Standards of Proof in Civil 
Litigation. This chapter evaluates and analyzes that the practical application of 
standards of proof in civil justice is not optimistic from perspectives of standards of 
proof reflected in judgment documents and grasp of judicial personnel on standards of 
proof. 
Chapter IV  Conception of Resolving Dilemma of Standards of Proof in 
Practical Civil Litigation. According to the shortcomings of standards of proof in 
China's civil litigation and confusion of standards of proof in practical trial application, 
this chapter puts forward conception of perfecting standards of proof in China's civil 
litigation, and proposes to solve bottlenecks of standards of proof encountered in the 
practice of civil litigation by updating judicial concept of the judge, improving 
judicial capacity of the judge, standardizing evaluation system of the judge, expanding 
functions of professional judge meetings, restraining free evidence of the judge and 
making case guidance system consummate. 
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